
After the stunning Virtua Racing, Sega seemed on top of their game but when Namco released Ridge Racer, it left Sega way be-
hind the times.   
 

But Sega, king of the racing games was not to be outdone by it’s friendly rival and needed to replace Model 1 hardware with 
something which offered texture mapping the same as Namco had.  Enter new hardware system Model 2 in 1994.  Model 2 
claimed 300,000 polygons per second—a bit more than Namco’s efforts.   Daytona USA was the first to use this new system and 
initially launched to a small audience.   
 

Like VR, it was able to link 8 cabinets and it will surprise no-one with a slightest interest in racing games that this became a mas-
sive hit worldwide. In fact ten years after release, Daytona USA was still found in most arcades (in England) fifteen years after its 
first release. 
 

Toshihiro Nagoshi and Sega AM2 remain very proud of this game – and it has given many people fond memories of gaming with 
friends.   Daytona’s quality, like Ridge Racer, lay in the handling of the vehicle, which is unique to the game and whilst easy to 
pickup, the handling can only be mastered after practice. 
 

Over the years, the game was ported to PC and Saturn but the purists will want to track down Daytona USA 2001 for Dreamcast 
which was not a successor, more a ‘best of every version’ update job and done so brilliantly.  Surprisingly it was converted (as 
Sega went through a tough patch) by Genki, but it was in safe hands and they did a sublime job.  Some review scores of the 
Dreamcast game were over cautious owing to the difficulty handling the twitchy cars with the pad, but just an hour into It and 
any veteran racer will feel the need to play more and more to nail that 1st position.  Why can’t all games be this much fun?   Of 
course the arcade game is still the best version to play.  And a rumoured ‘Kyle Hodgett’s’ unofficial 2001 conversion offers a 
turbo button (with turbo bar) and reverse view for added thrills.    
 

Toshihiro went on to produce Super Monkey Ball (an oft imitated game today) and doesn’t look like returning to racing games 
anytime soon.  Shame.  Like respected fellow Sega Stars Suzuki and Mizuguchi he is no longer producing racing games. 
 

Of course other companies joined the bandwagon—for instance Konami came to the party with their 1994 Racing Force.  But as 
we later found out, 3D graphics didn’t produce a great game, they just assist the process.    


